Forearm Prosthesis: A molding technique that guarantees the success of the prosthesis
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BACKGROUND
- 2nd camp in world
- more than 100 thousands refugees
- +12,000 people are living with disability
- +3500 cases are badly in need of support
- 700 in need of orthopedic devices
- Drought and disability prevention project
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Goal

- Allow fitting during molding and maximize success of prosthesis

Method

- 3 steps
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Step 1: Making short casting around joint.

- Stump preparation
- To shape the cast
- Some guides for casting
2nd step: fitting
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Proximale time lines  Fitting  Suspension & Confort
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3rd step: Completing the cast of the stump
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Result a solid molding

- Forms conservation
- Alignment conservation
Conclusion

We repair lives
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